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Abstract 
Unmanned aerial systems (UAS) for recreational use, which are low-cost and easy-to-use, have begun to gain popularity recently. 
Flying those UAS in public areas, however, increases threats in terms of safety of people. To prevent people from such threats, 
we consider a design, modeling, and evaluation of a cost-efficient sensor system in order to detect and track UAS. In this 
research, we focus on discovering best configurations of deploying different types of sensors in a designated area, which provides 
reasonable detection rates and lowest costs as well. We set a condition that crowded areas should be covered more than other 
areas. Two types of sensors are considered to be deployed in the designated area to detect small UAS. Agent-Based Modeling 
(ABM) helps us analyze such configurations depending on the types and the number of radars in terms of cost-efficiency. The 
result of ABM simulation shows a list of candidate configurations that can be referred for the real deployment. 
© 2015 The Authors. Published by Elsevier B.V. 
Peer-review under responsibility of the Conference Program Chairs. 
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1. Introduction 
Recently, unmanned aerial systems (UAS) for private and recreational use have begun to gain popularity due to 
their low-cost and simple instructions. However, recklessly flying those UAS also increases the risk of safety and 
security. For example, flying UAS near airports or in public areas where are densely populated such as public parks, 
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stadiums, or schools can cause injuring people or damaging property. Also, UAS with cameras can cause privacy or 
security problems if they record private property or security areas like military bases.  
To prevent from such threats, we consider a design, modeling, and evaluation of the cost-efficient UAS tracking 
system in a public space. We design a distributed sensor network (DSN) system for tracking UAS under a fixed 
budget. The system considers use of different types of sensors and we test that a combined use of heterogeneous 
sensors can enhance cost-efficiency and its performance. The system fuses the sensing data from each sensor across 
the designated area through a network communication in order to continuously track a moving target.  
The focus of this paper is on the geometrical configurations of the sensors. As addressed by Iyengar et al.1, 
intelligent sensor placement is needed in DSNs as it facilitates the unified design and operation of sensor systems, 
and decreases the need for excessive network communication for surveillance and tracking. One of the challenges of 
sensor deployment is designing a “minimalistic sensor network,” which has the maximum coverage with the least 
number of sensors1. There are researches on optimal sensor placement or deployment methods to enhance the 
maximum coverage of DSN, such as by applying polynomial-time algorithms2, virtual force algorithm for mobile 
sensor networks3, and combined use of mathematical models for optimization under cost constraints4.  
Unlike above approaches, this research assumes that 1) the amount of the budget cannot cover the whole 
surveillance area; 2) some high-risk areas need more thorough monitoring than other areas. For example, in this 
research, the system aims to track UAS flying over the crowd rather than those flying in vacant areas. Thus, we aim 
to discover the cost-efficient configurations of sensors in a designated area that can track small UAS by laying more 
importance on performance at most informative areas. Agent-Based Modeling (ABM) is used to find best 
configurations with heterogeneous sensors that can qualify a certain requirements. 
Agent-Based Modeling, or Agent-Based Modeling and Simulation (ABMS), is widely used to model a complex 
system consists of autonomous agents interacting each other, which is done by modeling each agent individually 
with simple behavior rules5. Applying those relatively simple rules enables observing “patterns, structures, and 
behaviors that were not explicitly programmed into the models, but arise through the agent interactions”5. Thus, 
ABM has been used in various domains with high complexity such as Biology6, human systems7, complex computer 
networks 8, 9, and wireless sensor networks management10. In this research domain, the dynamic relations between 
the unpredictable actions of UAS and heterogeneous types of sensors can be modelled with ABM. 
In the remainder of this paper, Chapter 2 explains how the environment is designed with ABM approach; Chapter 
3 describes implementation of the model for the simulation and how the simulation is conducted; Chapter 4 explains 
the results of the simulation and analyses of them; and Chapter 5 is the conclusion and future works. 
2. Design and Modeling 
As introduced in Chapter 1, this research aims to find best sensors configurations to track small UAS by using 
ABM. The following subsections describe the general settings for the simulation and how the simulation 
environment is modeled with ABM approach. 
2.1. Environment Design 
a. Surveillance Area 
We suppose an open and public space where people most likely try to fly recreational UAS. Such space has 
potential of UAS accident that may injure crowd underneath. This research refers to Central Park, New York, 
which is located in the center of downtown in New York City.  
b. UAS  
Based on NATO unmanned aerial vehicle (UAV) classification guide11, there are three classifications – 
Class 1, Class 2, and Class 3 UAV. Among them, the UAS model in this research refers to Class 1 Micro 
UAV, where most recreational UAS belong to. Class 1 Micro UAV is UAVs that are less than 2 kg and has 
normal operating altitude up to 200 feet AGL (Above Ground Level). We assume people fly these UAS by 
remote control at any location in the designated area. They can control their UAS to random direction, which 
means the trajectory of UAS is stochastic and nonlinear. Detailed modeling of this nonlinear behavior is 
described in 2.2. 
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c. Sensors 
We consider two different types of radars in a sensor system in this simulation: 1) higher initial, operation, 
and maintenance cost with wider detection range; 2) lower initial, operation, and maintenance cost with 
shorter detection range. These two kinds of radars are distributed across the park. All radars have a network 
communication ability in order to track a target continuously when it flies through one detection region to the 
other. It is assumed that all sensors can connect to the base-station within the whole park area. Time loss of 
packet transmission is ignorable.  
2.2. Agent-Based Modeling Approach 
As explained by Bonabeau7, ABM is suitable for modeling and simulating systems and environments which are 
nonlinear, discontinuous, and stochastic. Thus, ABM is a useful modeling tool for this research to model the flight 
patterns of UAS and heterogeneous sensors configuration. For example, there are limits of representing random 
flight patterns of recreational UAS with numerical models, but can be done better with behavior rules. Also, sensor 
deployment problem itself is defined as a computationally complex and nonlinear task in DSNs when considering 
factors of different sensor types, detection ranges, sensor deployment and operational costs, and local and global 
coverage probabilities1. Therefore, this research conducts modeling the system with ABM approach. With the 
environmental setting in Section 2.1, the following part describes more details of it with an ABM approach. 
 
a. Surveillance Area 
The designated area is a cuboid of 800 m by 4000 m by 61 m. The surface size of 800 m by 4000 m (3.2 
km2) is the approximate size of Central Park, New York. The height (61 m) is equal to the maximum 
operating altitude of Class 1 Micro UAV11 (200 feet).  The minimum grid cell unit is 1 m by 1 m by 1 m. All 
UAS and radars operate within this designated and their location is represented as a grid coordinates. The 
terrain of the area is ignored at this stage. 
As introduced in Chapter 1, one of the purposes of this research is to place sensors effectively around the 
area that we most concern. We assumed that the density of population in the park is higher on the roads or 
trails than the rest of the area. The monochrome map, as Fig. 1 (b), is used to distinguish the roads or trails. 
 
 
Fig. 1. (a) Central Park map (original); (b) Monochrome map of 800*4000 pixels (black: roads/trails, white: lawn areas) 
b. UAS 
The physical specification is modeled close to Class 1 Micro UAV as shown in Table 1. The coordinates of 
the take-off position are random within the range of the designated area (e.g. (x, y, 0)). Flight duration of each 
flight trajectory is fixed to 60 seconds. The first 2 seconds are taking-off behaviors, which changes the height 
of UAS. After take-off, the flying path is randomly generated. It is done by defining the UAS’s flying 
behavior that randomly chooses its surrounding coordinates every second. Those random coordinates should 
be within a range that the dynamics of the UAS model, as shown in Table 1, guarantees its stable flight. 
Table 1. UAS model based on Class 1 Micro UAS classification. 
Specification UAS model 
Weight 4 kg 
Maximum flight velocity 20.235 m/s 
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c. Sensors 
Table 2 describes the details of each radar model as discussed in 2.1.c. The cost includes both initial cost 
and operational cost, which is proportional to the detection range of the radar.  
Table 2. Radar models 
Specification Radar 1  Radar 2 
Detection range (radius) 200 m 80 m 
Total cost $ 4,000 $ 300 
Specification Radar 1  Radar 2 
 
As mentioned in Chapter 1, this research assumed that the budget is less than the cost of full coverage. To 
set the cost-efficient budget for this simulation, two cases are considered: deploying radars without any cross 
section within the 70% of surveillance area (560 m by 2800 m) 1) with radar 1 costs $ 28,000; 2) with radar 2 
costs $ 15,300. The smaller amount between the two cases, which is $15,300, is used as a maximum amount.  
Within this cost, the number of radars is calculated according to the following equation:  
 
300,153004000 21 d radarradar  for )510,30( 21 dddd radarradar    (1) 
 
The system detects objects every 0.5 second. Every 0.5 second, it is checked as binary whether or not the 
radar system detected the UAS or not.  
3. Implementation and Simulation 
Given the combination of the number of radar 1 and radar 2, locations of two radars are randomly chosen for 500 
times each. 63,500 radar configurations are simulated in total. 1,000 different UAS flight patterns are used for each 
radar configuration and then detection rates are calculated from it. UAS detection rate is calculated by number of 
detected sampling divided by the total number of sampling. Since we focus more on preventing people from any 
danger, there is a penalty for every sampling when the system fails tracking UAS that is flying over the trails.  
Regarding the UAS flight patterns, Robotics Toolbox12 is used in order to obtain realistic UAS’s flights. Robotics 
Toolbox contains dynamics data of UAS models, so it can generate flight patterns more realistically. With this tool, 
1,000 different kinds of 60-second long flight data were produced, as described in 2.2.b, The data consists of x, y, 
and z coordinates at time t (0.5 time interval). Fig. 2 shows several examples of the flight patterns. Due to the 
unstable data of simulating the flight height over 50 m, maximum height of UAS is limited to 50 m, which is 
slightly less than 200 feet AGL of Class 1 Micro UAS classification (61 m).   
 
 
Fig. 2. Examples of arbitrary flight pattern generated by Robotics Toolbox 
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4. Simulation results 
Table 3 and Fig. 3 show 10 best deployments among 63,500 sample deployments, ordered by the detection rate 
including penalties. A point was added for successful detection every 0.5 second. The penalty of 0.5 point was 
subtracted every 0.5 second if the UAS flying over the trails were not detected by the system. Thus, the detection 
rates including penalties represent relative values, not absolute values. 
Table 3 shows that the best 10 configurations only used radar 2. The detection rates of these are all higher than 
when 51 of radar 2 are distributed equally on the map (Detection rate including penalties: 0.0231, Detection rate 
without penalties: 0.2456). Regarding the radar deployment in Fig. 3, it shows particular patterns of 10 best radar 
configurations. It is shown that the radars are densely located following the roads or trails. 
Regarding the biased use of radar 1, it may resulted due to the extreme set of two radar examples, which radar 1 
costs much higher than radar 2 does. Also, the geological environment and the penalty points affected the results. 
For example, as there are long vertical trails on each side, it seems that chaining the large number of radar 1 
following the trails brought better results than deploying only several number of radar 2. The quality of results can 
be improved if the numeric settings are tuned more precisely. 
Table 3. Best sensor configurations ordered by detection rates with penalties 
Rank Detection rate including penalties Detection rate without penalties No. of radar 1 No. of radar 2 
1 0.0484 0.2656 0 51 
2 0.0464 0.2648 0 51 
3 0.045 0.2651 0 51 
4 0.0441 0.2568 0 51 
5 0.0438 0.2683 0 50 
6 0.0433 0.2647 0 51 
7 0.0417 0.2639 0 50 
8 0.0355 0.2494 0 49 
9 0.035 0.2612 0 51 
10 0.0335 0.2508 0 50 
 
 
Fig. 3. Best sensor configurations ordered by detection rate with penalties (from left to right). Circles represent each radar’s detection range. 
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5. Conclusion 
This research studied the cost-efficient sensor configurations for detecting small UAS in a public place. The 
simulation was designed that 1) the budget cannot cover the whole surveillance area and 2) penalties are given when 
the UAS above the densely populated area is not detected. The ABM method enabled modeling the nonlinear flight 
patterns of recreational UAS and heterogeneous types of sensors in the simulation. As a result, some distinct 
patterns of sensor configurations were found. Those configurations have higher detection rates than the equally 
distributed sensor deployment with the given budget. The information from the overall results can be considered as a 
reference data before deploying in the real environment, such as the number of radars and general patterns of 
deployments. It is considered that this work, which started with several key variables, showed the potential to apply 
ABM to this research field.  
To enhance the quality of results with more realistic settings, we consider applying the complexity of sensor 
models. For example, the detection in the simulation was checked as binary whether the UAS is within any sensor’s 
range or not. Instead, probabilistic method can be applied since the accuracy of detection decreases as the target 
moves away from the sensor. In addition, increasing the number of trials with more than three kinds of sensors will 
provide more sophisticated level of configuration. Also, it is expected to bring more useful results when more 
realistic data is collected and added as variables in the simulation. For instance, once we have more information on 
where people tend to fly UAS in the park, or which region is more populated, the results of candidate configurations 
will be more useful 
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